cussion with adolescents. Parents play the
habitual power game with children with rigid
notions of right and wrong. They are very reluctant to say 'sorry' to their children in Sinhalese
or English even if it is absolutely necessary. But
ironically, parents expect their children to say
'sorry' every time it needs! There is no substitute
for a productive conversation which can be used
to resolve many problems in adolescence. What
is most useful time for conversation? Perhaps
meal times are the best together with picnic
times, and social outings. What you need to create is an environment where all of you could discuss matters, express feelings and build up confidence both in parents and children. By virtue of
nature, we are not very good listeners when it
comes to parenting so that we need to develop
listening skills before we got on to the problem
resolution.

Dr Jaya Pinikahana
BA(Cey) MSc(Wales) PhD(Sheffield)
Monash University, Victoria.
Adolescence has long been a synonym for
trouble in our society. We know that the road
from childhood to adulthood is stormy and it is a
major transitional period in life. Adolescents
need love and trust many teenagers worry
about whether their parents will continue to love
them when they are older. They want to make
sure whether you still maintain your authority
over them. As long as you maintain rigid authority over your adolescent children, you cannot
maintain a loving relationship. That is the bottom line.
How can you remain close with you adolescent? Most teenagers would like to spend more
time, not less time, you spend with them when
they were little. To get to know the teenager you
need to spend time with them perhaps individually and talk through. If you show some genuine
interest in what is happening in your child's life,
he/she is much more likely to open up. When I
was talking about parenting with a friend of
mine in Perth a few years ago, I asked what
sorts of dad are you? His immediate reply was
'my son is a surgeon and I was always a friend
of him, not a dad to him'! If you maintain authority and not willing to talk about matters or
issues which are more relevant to the changes
in adolescence, your child will opt to his peers
or significant others to talk about his concerns.
If you start talking about 'When are you going to
clean the toilets?' or 'How was your day today?
and 'That was good', or 'That is interesting? and
finish the conversation, he will loose interest in
establishing any sensible conversation with you.
You need to start the conversation with an issue
or matter which is very close to teenage attitudes, or feelings. When parents show respect
for their teenager's point of view, they are more
likely to discuss anything including family rules
and regulations. If you suddenly say 'We must
talk', the talk is doomed to fail before you start!.
The problem that often we hear is the inability of the parents to engage in a productive dis-

Many sociologists and psychologists believe that
as parents, you need to maintain some authority
over your children. That was a historical fact and
truth throughout the mankind and is still valid in
many respects. Parents and adolescents are
fundamentally different and parents still need
you as a teenager and your teenager wants you
as a dad or mum, not as a colleague. It is not
appropriate to dump all of your family problems,
sexual problems or economic difficulties onto
your teenage son or daughter.
Parents and adolescent should also be clear
about family rules, particularly rules that relate to
physical and emotional safety of the teenager.
There are some areas which parents should not
compromise with their teenagers. For example,
teenage parties where there are no parents,
sleep overs, or going out with teenagers without
parental knowledge. Good teenagers may not
challenge these rules if you draw the lines very
carefully.
We come from a very patriarchal society in
south Asia where dependency relationship on
parents is the norm of entire social fabric. In
simple terms, children need to listen to parents,
and they need to behave, dress, study and get
marry in a way that complies with parent's aspirations. They seem to believe that by complying
with parent's guidance and aspirations, children
will succeed in every sphere of life. But unfortunately, parents can sometimes become the
problem rather than the solution. Some parents
expect them to do a list of activities; go to bed
early, to get out of bed early each day, to do
their homework, not to watch TV too much, to
stay home most of the time, to get permission to
go out, to inform the parents about new
friend/relationships etc. I am not against some of
these prepositions, but imagine what will happen
to your child if they are deprived of the opportunity to take on responsibilities on their own. In a
few years time, they are the ones who sit the
exams, plan their future, and take on important
decisions in life. May be, you did every thing in
good faith but you gave them very little opportunity to take responsibility which is the most
important thing in their life.
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ux., oekaùñ i|yd ms<s;=re tjk úg ,shqï ljrfha NSMP
wxlh meyeos<sj i|yka lrkakg wu;l fkdlrkak wfma

Pleasant, sincere, 30yr old, female SL student, widowed, presently in Adelaide, seeks to marry a caring, hounarable person of any
caste, religion or nationality. Replies: 08 8365 2248, 0421 151 777
emails: somahart@hotmail.com,jaisonhart@hotmail.com"
NSMP 0003
fndÿ f.dú 29 úhe;s rEm,djkH Ys,ams rEu;a ke.kshg TiafÜ%,shdfõ
mosxÑ fyda mosxÑhg leu;s iylrejl= TiafÜ%,shdfõ ia:sr mosxÑ
fidfydhqrd fidhhs¡ úuiSï 03 9436 5702$ 0430 077 300
NSMP 0004
G/B educated parents seek a kind, pretty, well mannered girl for
their elder son, 28 yrs, 6’1” , handsome, double degree computer engineer, completing post-graduate with a parttime job in
University. Religious with no family obligations & non malefic
horoscope. We seek a girl below 25 yrs with a non malefic horoscope and a similar background to suit qualities of our son. Send
details & horoscope to Tel : 03 9401 5825 or to 1 Pecan Court
Epping Vic 3076.
NSMP 0001
Buddhist professional parents (living in SriLanka) seek qualified
pretty daughter for their handsome Engineer son 28 Teetotaller,
well employed owns house in Australia. Reply with horoscope.
violet_galle@yahoo.com, Ph:07 3376 3471
NSMP 0002

VACANCIES
iqÿiqlï ,;a ñleksla flfkla fkdan,amdla ys .rdchlg
wjYHhs¡ iy;sl iy m<mqreoao i<ld nef,hs
Contact 0437 888 111
HOUSE FOR SALE
NUGEGODA
2 Story housing scheme. Completely renovated,
upstairs en suite with 2 balconies plus 2 rooms.
Downstairs toilet, kitchen and lounge room. SLK Rs
45. Phone 0409 146 175 or 03 9460 6480
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0409 146 175 or 03 9460 6480
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